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There is strong management interest in the use of multimedia stimuli to gather data with which to forecast consumer response to really new products. These vivid methods have high face validity and are attractive to top management, but they have only begun to be tested for validity. The authors evaluate one virtual representation called information acceleration (IA) that has been applied eight times to consumer and business-to-business products. They report on three tests of validity—two internal and one external. The first internal test compares the ability of IA to represent a physical automobile showroom and salesperson. The second internal test compares the ability of IA to represent the interpersonal interaction of a medical technician with a physician when evaluating a new medical instrument. The external test compares forecasts, made in 1992 for a camera launched in 1993, with actual sales for 1993 and 1994. The authors also compare actual sales to forecasts modified for the actual marketing plan and for an unforeseen negative Consumer Reports article. Using real-world applications of IA as a basis, the authors conclude with a summary of the lessons that have been learned during the past five years.

Information Acceleration: Validation and Lessons From the Field

Faced with a need to revitalize themselves through new products, many firms are exploring ways to make their new product development process more effective and efficient. We focus on one aspect of their efforts to understand and forecast consumer response better. Specifically, we explore the ability of multimedia computer representations to represent products, people, and situations. Early computer simulations of choice began in the 1980s (Brucks 1985, 1988; Johnson et al. 1986) and have expanded into virtual shopping in the 1990s.

There is strong management interest in the use of multimedia representations for understanding and forecasting consumer response. Multimedia representations of potential new products can be developed earlier, quicker, and with less cost than actual prototypes. If forecasts based on multimedia representations are sufficiently accurate and provide sufficient diagnostic information for product improvement, then products can be developed in less time with less risk and with a greater potential for profit. Many managers believe that the multimedia representations are more vivid and realistic than traditional concept descriptions and, hence, provide a useful middle ground between traditional concept descriptions and actual physical prototypes.

In light of this managerial interest, it is not surprising that academics and practitioners have developed and used creative representations of new products. For example, Burke and colleagues (1992) created a computer-simulated supermarket and show that purchases of existing products made by consumers over a seven-month period were reasonably valid when compared to actual market shares. Researchers and consultants have used computer attribute response simulation to design products (e.g., Green and Srinivasan 1990; Moskowitz 1995) and consumer laboratory prototypes to test services with consumers (e.g., Santosus 1994).

We study one virtual representation, called information acceleration (IA), which has been used to test new consumer durable and business-to-business products (and the associated marketing campaign). For example, Urban, Weinberg, and Hauser (1996) describe how IA was used to create a virtual showroom for an electric vehicle in which the potential consumer could “walk” around the car, “climb in,” and discuss the car with a salesperson. The customer could access television advertising and consumer magazine articles, read prices in a virtual newspaper, and even get advice from fellow consumers—all simulated on a multimedia computer. When supplemented by a test drive of a prototype...
vehicle, this procedure allowed forecasting of the life cycle sales for the electric vehicle. Although IA has had a commercial impact, there have been no published validations. We seek to explore the validity of some aspects of IA and review lessons learned from field applications.

VALIDATION

Information acceleration and other multimedia representations have their greatest managerial potential for really new products. However, before relying on IA for really new products, in which $1 billion might be at stake (as was the case with electric vehicles), firms wanted to test IA with new, but not really new, products. After all, data to validate the electric vehicle forecasts are unlikely to be available prior to the year 2000. Thus, we address validation in steps. See Figure 1.

Step 1. We begin by comparing the ability of IA to represent an automobile showroom. By comparing forecasts that are based on a multimedia showroom to those based on an actual car in a physical showroom with an actual salesperson present, we test the ability of IA to represent physical prototypes.

Step 2. We next compare the ability of IA to represent a medical technician as part of a physician-technician buying dyad. This enables us to test whether IA can represent the information provided by other people in the buying process.

Step 3. Once we establish that the components of the multimedia representation are valid representations of physical products and human interaction, we test the ability of a complete IA to forecast actual sales of a new product.

Because Steps 1 and 2 depend on neither external factors nor the realized marketing plan, we call them internal validations. We call Step 3 an external validation.

INTERNAL VALIDATION OF A COMPUTER SHOWROOM

The application for the first internal validation was the forecast of a new (in 1990) two-seated Buick sports car, the Buick Reatta convertible. Although there were other comparable cars on the market at the time, such a concept was sufficiently new to Buick that Buick wanted to test the ability of IA to represent the Reatta. Prior to the development of IA, Buick had used traditional automobile “clinics” in which respondents viewed and drove preproduction cars, watched videotapes of advertising and simulated word of mouth, and read simulated magazine articles. Not only were the clinics expensive to run, but Buick wanted to develop a methodology that would enable them to make forecasts before investing in a pilot plant to build preproduction cars and before building a sufficient quantity of hand-built prototypes.

Following standard practice in obtaining clinic-based measures, we obtained measures for both the new product, the Reatta, and a “control” product, the Mazda RX-7. In actual forecasts we compared clinic measures for the new product to clinic measures for the control product and used probability-flow models to incorporate phenomena such as advertising, word of mouth, dealer availability, product life cycle, and industry volume (for examples and details, see Urban, Hauser, and Roberts 1990). For the purposes of validation we use the control car to establish that the IA can measure significant differences between the Reatta and the RX-7. Establishing significant differences among cars is important because we interpret as internal validation that there is no significant difference between a multimedia showroom and a physical showroom.

The information simulated with the IA was chosen on the basis of qualitative consumer interviews, manufacturer and dealer experience, and prior academic research. The specific information sources were advertising (magazine, newspaper, and television advertising), interviews (unrehearsed video of actual consumers), articles (simulated consumer information and trade publications), and showroom. For the showroom, one set of consumers had a chance to walk around the car, sit in the car, and question a salesperson. For another set of consumers this opportunity was simulated on a multimedia computer. For both sets of respondents all other aspects of the IA experience were held constant. Respondents were allowed to explore information sources in any order, revisit information sources, and spend as much time on any information source as they wanted (subject to an overall time limit). A videotape of the IA is available from the authors (for more detail on the measures, see Hauser, Urban, and Weinberg 1993; Weinberg 1992).

Sample

The target sample was chosen from the registration records of consumers who had purchased a sports car in the last two years. Respondents were prescreened by telephone on whether they would consider purchasing a two-seated sports car as their next car and whether they were willing to spend $20,000 or more on the purchase. They were not screened on any computer experience. The goal was to get typical consumers for the Reatta’s market segment. Those who qualified were invited to participate in the study, given a time and location at which to appear, and promised $25 to cover incidental expenses related to participation. The final sample of 177 respondents was assigned randomly to the treatments shown in Table 1.

Comparison of Dependent Measures

Two dependent measures are relevant to comparing the impact of the multimedia-based showroom: (1) the full-information judged probabilities of purchase and (2) the
change in judged probability before and after the showroom visit. The full-information probability was measured at the end of the customer’s complete IA search, which thus captured any interactions the showroom visit might have with other information sources and with the allocation of time to other information sources. The change in probability measures are the changes in the judged probability from one source to the next and thus capture the incremental impact of the showroom information source. The judged probability scale was a 100-point thermometer scale that is a modification of an 11-point purchase intention scale (Jamieson and Bass 1989; Juster 1966; Kalwani and Silk 1983; Morrison 1979). It was administered after each information source and at the end of the IA.

In Table 2 and Figure 2, we compare the impacts of the showroom type and the automobile type on both dependent measures. There was no significant difference between the showroom type—suggesting a degree of internal validity. There was a significant difference between automobile type—suggesting that the IA is a sufficiently sensitive measurement instrument to pick up differences between the Reatta and the RX-7. We also compared the time that respondents spent in the showroom, not counting the time going to and coming from the physical showroom. On average, respondents spent 3 minutes and 25 seconds in the computer showroom and 3 minutes and 23 seconds in the physical showroom. This difference was not significant (t = .11). These relatively brief times reflect the efficiency of examining one car and the degree of other information sources presented about the car. They are appropriate for an internal validity test. Naturally, for a real-world dealer visit the consumer might travel to and from the showroom, road-test the car, and attempt to negotiate the price with the salesperson. This would take significantly longer.

**INTERNAL VALIDATION OF SIMULATED HUMAN INTERACTION**

The second internal validation focuses on a business-to-business product for which the purchase decision involved more than a single decision maker. The product was a new technology for a complete blood cell (CBC) count analyzer.

A CBC analyzer is a common medical testing device that measures the various constituents of blood (white blood cells, hemoglobin, platelets, etc.). The standard technology, which has existed for over 20 years, costs almost $100,000, requires blood to be sent to central laboratories with corresponding one-to-two-day turn-around time, and requires that the blood leave the sample tube (thus creating the potential for biohazards). A new technology provides the potential for a fundamental change in the market, because its lower price ($20,000), ease-of-use, and increased safeguarding against biohazards make it feasible for the tests to be done in a doctor’s office. (The technology is based on spinning the sample in a centrifuge and reading the results optically after reagents have been added. Existing central-labo-

### Table 1

**SAMPLE SIZES IN THE AUTOMOBILE STUDY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Automobile</th>
<th>Computer</th>
<th>Physical</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Buick Reatta</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mazda RX-7</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 2

**ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SOURCE OF VARIATION</th>
<th>FULL-INFORMATION PROBABILITY</th>
<th>CHANGE IN PROBABILITY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>D.F.</td>
<td>Mean Square</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Main Effects</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Video versus Physical</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>144.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reatta versus RX-7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2835.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interaction</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>392.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residual</td>
<td>171</td>
<td>655.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ratory technology uses electrostatic readings. The new technology changes usage patterns because it makes it feasible to do comprehensive testing in the physician's office.)

So that they might evaluate the CBC in the (future) context in which it would be sold, each respondent was given information about expected health care reforms, federal regulations, and Medicare reimbursements. The information about the CBC analyzer that was simulated in the IA was chosen on the basis of focus groups, questionnaires, and interviews with CBC manufacturers. Some examples of this information are given in Figure 3. These include (1) product brochures, (2) magazine advertisements, (3) medical journal articles, (4) sales presentations (video of a salesperson demonstrating the product), (5) information from a colleague (video of a person portraying a physician or technician who shares his or her experiences—a participating physician could access a physician; a participating technician could access a technician), and (6) cost analyses by an accountant (not shown). Staff discussions were also available as an information source. To test internal validity, we allowed some physicians to come together face-to-face with their staff, whereas for other physicians, the staff discussions were simulated on the computer. See Figure 3F. (For more details on the information sources, see Urban, Qualls, and Bohlmann 1994.)

A sample datum was a physician and a technician from the same medical practice who were involved typically in equipment purchases. We describe first the actual-technician cell of the comparison. In the actual-technician cell, both the physician and the technician went individually through an IA on the CBC analyzer. All information sources were available except the staff discussions. After completing the initial IA, they came together, face-to-face, to discuss the CBC analyzer and make a group purchase decision. They then returned to their individual IA to record their final judgments. (We compare the physicians' judgments to the judgments obtained in the simulated-technician cell; we use the technician's judgment for diagnosis of the stimuli. See Figure 4.)

In the simulated-technician cell, the technician completed an IA and recorded his or her final judgments, including a judged probability that the medical practice would purchase the CBC analyzer, a recommendation (purchase, undecided, not purchase), and an overall favorability rating (seven-point scale). On the basis of prior qualitative analysis of technicians' reactions to the stimuli, we created three simulated technicians (positive, neutral, and negative) that represent the range of possibilities. For each technician, we selected the simulated technician that matched the actual technician's recommendations. The physician then completed an IA that included all information sources, including the simulated technician that best represented the views of the actual technician from the physician's office.

At the end of the IA, to test the simulated-technician induction, we asked the actual technicians to view the three simulated technicians. The actual technicians judged (1) the overall favorability of the simulated technicians and (2) the overall purchase recommendations that the simulated technicians represent. On a seven-point favorability scale the actual technicians' mean rating of the simulated technicians was 6.3 for the positive simulation, 4.0 for the neutral simulation, and 2.1 for the negative simulation. These were significantly different at the .01 level ($F(2,60) = 61.9$). Furthermore, the overall recommendations (purchase, undecided, not purchase) were significantly correlated at the .01 level, with the categorization of the simulated technicians (Pearson $\chi^2 = 70.4$).

Sample

The target sample was chosen from independent physician practices that use CBC testing for their patients, either with their own analyzer or by using an outside laboratory. Of the 157 qualified practices, 40 agreed to send a physician and a technician. Each participating practice received an honorarium of $150. By using portable computers, we were able to perform the interviews at the respondents' offices if they so requested. Of the 37 practices participating for which we have complete data, 20 were assigned randomly to the actual-technician cell and 17 were assigned to the simulated-technician cell of the IA.

Sample of Dependent Measures

The dependent measure is the physician's judged probability on a 100-point thermometer scale of purchasing the CBC analyzer. This physician's judged probability was strongly related to the physician's overall recommendation on the three-point scale of purchase, undecided, and not purchase. The purchase point of the three-part scale corresponded to 81.7% in the purchase probability scale; the undecided point corresponded to 41.5% purchase probability; and the not purchase point to 9.6% purchase probability. The differences across the three points are significant at the .01 level ($F(2,34) = 57.7$). Thus, we use the 100-point judged probability in the subsequent comparisons.

Prior to the experiment, the CBC analyzer was sufficiently new that respondents had no knowledge of its features. Thus, we needed to provide some initial information to respondents so they could decide whether they wanted to search for more information. To do this we asked them which information source they were most likely to use to gather information on new medical equipment. They then began the IA by receiving information from that source (e.g., sales presentation, medical journal articles, product brochures). We call this induction concept-forced exposure. After this initial exposure, they were allowed to search all subsequent information sources in any order if they so chose.

In both the simulated and actual conditions, the probability of purchase, as judged by doctors and technicians, declined with full information. (This emphasizes the danger of overly optimistic forecasts when only initial concept exposures are used. Subsequent information sources can reveal features that lower the perceived benefit of the product.) There was no significant difference between the physician's judged probabilities for the actual-technician and simulated-technician cells on either the concept-forced exposure measure (after exposure to the first information source), the final measure (after exposure to all chosen sources including the actual or simulated technician), or the difference between the two measures ($t = .2$ for the initial measure, $t = .2$ for the final measure, and $t = .4$ for the difference; see Table 3). The differential impact that is relevant to the comparison of the actual and simulated technician is measured by either the final measure or the difference.
Figure 3
EXAMPLE SCREENS FROM MEDICAL EQUIPMENT INFORMATION ACCELERATOR

A. Product Brochure

THE CBC MINI-LAB®
from Advanced Medical Technologies

Accurate, In-Office Hematology Results in MINUTES!

WITH 2-PART DIFFERENTIAL

WHY MAKE YOUR PATIENTS WAIT?
Push-Button, Walk-Away Capability
Makes It Easy to Use
Analysis in only 6 Minutes, giving
9 Hematology Parameters
So why are your patients waiting?
For details, call us toll-free at 800-555-HEMA

B. Magazine Advertisement

The CBC Mini-Lab delivers accurate, in-office hematology results in as few as 6 minutes. Your staff assistant can now perform routine blood analyses while your patients are still in your office.
The result. A faster diagnosis. And you don’t have to hassle with outside labs.
The CBC Mini-Lab is easy to use. Simple walk-away capability allows your assistant to place a sample in the machine and press a button. That’s it.
So why are your patients waiting?
For details, call us toll-free at 800-555-HEMA

C. Medical Journal Article

BUFFY COAT ANALYSIS
A Laboratory Tool Functioning as a Complete Blood Cell Count
John Warren, MD, Michael Lisdin, MD

We have developed a system for the quantitative analysis of the buffy coat in centrifuged whole blood samples. This analysis, performed in a modified microhematocrit tube, provides hematocrit and hemoglobin values, total WBC count, platelet count, and a separation of the leukocyte population into granulocytes and mononuclears. All results are available within 10 minutes, and correlate well with existing methods. The system is expected to provide a rapid method of performing a complete cell count in a physician’s office. (1995, 262:611–615)
The COMPLETE blood cell (CBC) count is the most widely requested test, perhaps the single most important laboratory test performed in clinical medicine. Most of the data obtained is used to assess general health, rather than specific diagnosis. In these tests, the CBC count functions as a screening test, and the maximum use of this test is obtained when the results are immediately available to the physician. The system we developed was on the principles of

D. Salesperson

E. Physician Colleague

F. Simulated Medical Technician
From previous research we know that the second and subsequent sources can have a measurable impact on judged probabilities, but the largest impact usually comes from the first information source (for details, see Hauser, Urban, and Weinberg 1993). Nonetheless, we can compare the impact of second and subsequent information sources on the final judged probabilities. Although the effect of these information sources is larger than the difference between the actual versus simulated technician, that effect is only significant at the .26 level \((t = 1.15)\). However, if we assume that the original state of awareness and purchase probability are zero, the significance would be at the .01 level \((t = 6.1)\). The true (latent) initial probability and the true statistical significance are probably between that corresponding to the difference from the concept-forced exposure and that corresponding to the difference from the assumed original state of unawareness.

To examine the impact of the actual versus simulated technician further, we tested a series of covariates, including judged performance, judged cost, technician favorability, confidence, current-system evaluation, whether the medical practice already has a CBC analyzer, CBC test volume, number of medical instruments in the practice’s office, percentage of patients on Medicare, and years of experience. These covariates (and the actual versus simulated dummy variable) were included in a regression with judged probability as the dependent measure. The adjusted \(R^2\) was .55 and the actual versus simulated dummy variable was not significant \((t = .63)\), though several other variables were significant (e.g., price, satisfaction with current system, volume of CBC medical tests). We obtained a similar result when Tobit analysis was used to account for the nonnegativity of the dependent measure (for details, see Urban, Qualls, and Bohlmann 1994).

In summary, there was no measured difference between the actual technician and the simulated technician. The IA appeared to be more sensitive in picking up differences among the latent initial probability, concept forced exposure probability, and final judged probability, but these differences may not be highly significant because of the small sample size of 37 medical practices.

**Other Comparisons**

At the end of the IA, the physicians were asked to rate on a seven-point scale the realism and influence of the various information sources they searched. Of the simulated information sources, the simulated technician was rated as the most realistic. On the other hand, the physicians who interacted with an actual technician rated that information source significantly higher in influence than the physicians who interacted with a simulated technician \((t = 2.1)\). See Table 4.

Thus, though the simulated technician was perceived as
highly realistic, the physicians did not feel that it was as influential as an actual technician. However, the lower perceived influence did not have a measurable (significant) effect on the judged probability of purchasing the CBC analyzer.

Our interpretation of the data is that the simulated technician does not fully replace interactions with an actual technician, but that the simulated technician provides a viable means to model some of the multiperson interactions in business-to-business situations. With more experience, improved simulations, and larger sample sizes, we predict that IA has the potential to provide a better internally valid representation of human interaction.

### EXTERNAL VALIDATION OF ACTUAL VERSUS FORECAST SALES FOR A NEW CAMERA

#### Preanalysis—Contemporaneous (Internal) Validation

In a previous article, we reported briefly on a partial validation of a new camera (Urban, Weinberg, and Hauser 1996). In that partial validation, IA was used to forecast the sales of a new, but not really new, camera. The validation was only partial because the new camera was already on the market. Awareness, distribution, word of mouth, and other marketing variables were known to both management and the forecast team. Sales were known to management but not the forecast team. As reported, forecasts in this internal validation were within 10% during the first and second years. This gave management confidence that forecasts could be made using multimedia-based measures. With this confidence, management decided to use IA to forecast the sales of a camera with a novel film format and film-handling capability. Management believed that this really new camera was a substantial improvement at its price point.

#### Premarket Forecast of a Really New Camera

Standard IA methodology was used. The information sources included television advertising, a simulated mass merchandise store environment, simulated word-of-mouth communication, and a simulated consumer magazine article. The sample consisted of 671 respondents who were chosen as representative of the new camera’s market segment. Of these, 202 were given information on the current camera product line and 469 were given information on the new camera plus the current camera product line. Because the pricing strategy was not known at the time of the IA, the respondents engaged in a discrete-choice pricing experiment in which they made trade-offs of various prices and features (e.g., picture format, camera style). Forecasts, made in 1992 for a camera that was introduced in August 1993, were based on a test versus control design supplemented with a probability flow model that accounted for (1) some respondents gaining awareness before going to the store and others gaining awareness at the store and (2) cameras being purchased both for personal use and as gifts—especially in December.

The camera was introduced, and we now have data from the first 16 months of sales. However, before we compare the forecast sales to actual sales, we first describe the events that took place during those months. Specifically, the firm changed its marketing plan and Consumer Reports published an unexpected article about the camera. (This article was not part of a normal review of cameras; it was a special article on this one new camera.)

### Differences Between the Marketing Plan in the Initial Forecast and the Marketing Plan as Realized

The initial forecasts were based on the marketing strategy that was in the marketing plan at the time of the IA measurement. Later, when the product was introduced to the market, the firm had changed its marketing plan. In particular,

- Advertising spending was 30% above plan.
- Product distribution was above plan in mass merchandising channels. However, the camera was out of stock in the fourth month in about 8% of the distribution outlets.
- Advertising copy and tactics were better at generating awareness than had been planned. For example, advertising test scores were above average. In addition, the largest mass merchandiser featured the camera in its advertising during the first year.
- The price was 30% above plan in mass merchandising channels and 50% above plan in other channels.
- Consumer Reports published an article in May 1994 (June issue) that was much less favorable than had been anticipated (it criticized the new picture format).

Some of these changes would have increased the forecast had they been known in 1992, whereas others would have decreased the forecast.

Because the IA forecasts are based on a probability flow model, we are able to simulate what would have been forecast had these changes in the marketing plan been known at the time of the forecast (see examples in Urban, Hauser, and Roberts 1990). For example, we use a previously calibrated response function that is based on an advertising agency’s historical data to predict how the increased advertising spending would increase advertising awareness. This new probability of becoming aware is then used in the probability flow model to make the new forecast. Similarly, we use the discrete-choice pricing model to predict the effect of the price change.

### Impact of the Consumer Reports Article

The impact of the May 1994 Consumer Reports article is more difficult to forecast. For a new camera, a negative article can have a substantial impact on the probability of visiting a store to look for the camera, the probability of purchasing one in the store, and the word of mouth that might be generated on the basis of the article.

To begin to measure the impact of the article, the firm used a paper-and-pencil survey of 42 respondents. Roughly half (20) of the respondents were shown the Consumer Reports

---

### Table 4

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Information Source</th>
<th>Realism</th>
<th>Influence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Physician Colleague</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>5.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product Brochure</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>4.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magazine Advertisement</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>4.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sales Presentation</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>5.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Journal Article</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>5.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accountant Memorandum</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>6.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simulated Technician</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>4.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Actual Technician</td>
<td>na</td>
<td>5.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Depending on assigned condition either the simulated or actual technician was rated.
article and roughly half (22) were shown the simulated article that had been used in the IA. For this convenience sample, the probability of visiting a store after viewing the Consumer Reports article was just 26% of the probability of visiting a store after viewing the simulated article. Similarly, the probability of purchase (once in a store) after viewing Consumer Reports was 21% of that based on viewing the IA article. In the IA, 57% of the respondents "visited" the simulated-article information source. We do not know how many actual camera consumers read the Consumer Reports article, but on the basis of overall readership surveys for consumer durables, we believe it is a smaller percentage than 57%. Making various sensitivity assumptions about the true percentage of Consumer Reports readership in this camera class, the word-of-mouth impact on nonreaders, and the independence of the probabilities measured for the store visit and the purchase, as well as reflecting the small sample variants, we estimate the Consumer Reports effect to be a multiplier between 25% and 77% through sensitivity analyses. That is, we would reduce the IA forecast by a multiplicative factor of 25 to 77% for those months following the Consumer Reports article. This is the best we can do given data that could have been collected as soon as the article became available.

This is a large range that reflects a need for further study. We subsequently suggest modifications to the IA measures that enable the firm to adjust the forecasts after it observes the Consumer Reports article. These postevent estimates provide data for future IA-based forecasts.

Comparison of Actual Sales and Forecasts

In Figure 5, we report the actual sales of the new camera from September 1993 through December 1994. Because the camera was introduced during August 1993, we merged the data and the forecasts for August 1993 with those for September 1993. To disguise the data, we have indexed the largest number in Figure 5 to a value of 100. All other data are reported relative to that number. The errors are reported as a percentage of the actual sales in a month. They are averaged over the relevant months.

Initial forecast. The initial forecast does reasonably well with a mean absolute error (MAE) of 27% up to and including May 1994, but is off by a MAE of 106% after May 1994. (We obtain similar results with a root mean squared error [RMSE]. For example, the RMSE is 30% up to May 1994 and 108% after May 1994.) However, some of these errors are due to the difference between the planned marketing strategy and the actual marketing strategy. As a comparison, Urban and Katz (1983) report a MAE of 22% before adjustment and 12% after adjustment for validation of pretest market forecasts for new package goods.

Adjusted forecast. When we adjust for the differences in the marketing plan, the forecast is off by a MAE of 5% up to including May 1994, but off by a MAE of 72% after May 1994.

Effect of Consumer Reports. We can compute a post hoc adjustment factor by treating the Consumer Reports article

Figure 5
EXTERNAL VALIDATION OF NEW CAMERA FORECASTS
as an “event.” That is, we use one degree of freedom to determine a single multiplier for post-May forecasts such that the average of all post-May forecasts equals the average of all post-May actual sales. This multiplier does not guarantee a good fit, because there is still significant monthly variation in actual sales following May 1994. Naturally, this adjustment factor will capture both the Consumer Reports effect and any other unobserved effects that happened in May 1994. It may also act as a “recalibration” factor to account for cumulative unobserved errors prior to June 1994. Thus, it is possible that the adjustment factor may overstate the effect of Consumer Reports. When we statistically estimate and apply this event analysis–based Consumer Reports adjustment factor of 42% to the adjusted forecasts after May 1994, we obtain a much improved fit—a MAE of 11% after May 1994. (This adjustment factor is within the broad range forecast by the firm’s paper-and-pencil comparison of the Consumer Reports article and the IA-based article described in the previous section.)

Readers should interpret the external validations for themselves. The initial forecasts vary substantially from actual sales, but so does the marketing plan. The adjusted forecasts do much better before the Consumer Reports event, but not thereafter. After statistically adjusting for the negative Consumer Reports event the forecasts do well, but we used postevent data to make those adjustments.

Our interpretation is that given the challenge of forecasting for a really new camera, the forecasts were sufficiently accurate to make a go/no go managerial decision at the time of the forecast and sufficiently accurate to optimize the initial marketing plan. The 27% MAE before adjustment and the 5% MAE after adjustment provide a sufficiently narrow range (given the uncertainty inherent in a really new product) in which management can decide whether to launch the product. However, we must improve the forecasts to incorporate events such as the Consumer Reports article. Had additional measures of alternative magazine copy been taken in the IA, we believe that the sensitivity to Consumer Reports could have been modeled without the post hoc adjustment or, at least, with less post hoc adjustment. In our experience, the IA forecasts are a major improvement over managerial judgment in terms of both accuracy and insight provided. Furthermore, IA measurement is synergistic to other marketing measurements, such as conjoint analysis.

**SUMMARY OF VALIDATION EXPERIENCE**

Multimedia-based stimuli provide the basis for new measurement and forecasting methods. On the basis of the Reatta study and the CBC study, we are confident that simulated information sources can be created to approximate physical environments and human interaction. We expect that the ability of such stimuli to represent products and human interaction will improve as more research teams experiment with these stimuli. On the basis of the camera study, we believe that the IA methodology (multimedia stimuli, test versus control measures, and probability flow models) has sufficient external validity for many of the managerial decisions that are based on early premarket forecasts. However, multimedia stimuli, and their use in IA, are not a panacea. Clear challenges remain, and managers still must use forecasts intelligently and with caution.

**LESSONS FROM THE FIELD**

We here share our experience over the last five years during which time we have used IA with multimedia stimuli to forecast the sales of eight products. In the previous section we interpreted three quantitative studies that attempted to infer the applicability of multimedia stimuli for forecasting the sales of really new products. This section is different: we summarize what we have learned from field experience. We attempt to do this through examples, but we caution the reader that these are our impressions. We invite the reader to compare our experience with his or her own experience, and we invite productive debate on the future of multimedia methods. The first three lessons deal with the managerial use of IA. The final four lessons reflect our recommendations for improving practice.

**Lesson 1: Developing Multimedia Stimuli Helps to Focus Cross-Functional Teams**

Our first lesson applies to forecasting in general, and perhaps marketing models in general. These benefits have been reported in the past (e.g., Lilien, Kotler, and Moorthy 1992). We illustrate them here with examples so that, combined with other methods, the field can draw empirical generalizations about the application of marketing models to new product development.

We have found that the challenge of creating realistic information-source stimuli forces the new product team to integrate inputs from a variety of functional areas. Some examples include the following:

- In the electric vehicle study, the creation of the stimuli forced the team to develop advertising concepts earlier than they otherwise would have. This caused them to define carefully their target group of consumers and the core product benefits.
- In the telecommunications studies, engineering, network specialists, and sales staff worked as a team to create an integrated design that could be simulated. In this process it became clear that they had not thought through the service benefits that the products would deliver to their customers.

To simulate a future environment, the team must agree on the implications of that future environment. Some examples include the following:

- The need to simulate the impact of a new infrastructure (charging stations for electric vehicles or fiber optics for communications products).
- The need to simulate future generations of products requires technology assessment (batteries for electric vehicles), competitive forecasting (the entry of Japanese vehicles), and generic alternatives (hybrid electric vehicles).

To simulate one product, the team must plan for the entire product line, including new cameras (camera study), vans, sedans, and two-seaters (electric vehicles), and cannibalization of cellular telephone sales (communications product).

**Lesson 2: Information Acceleration Is Most Appropriate for Risky Products That Require Large Capital Commitments**

All of the products that we tested required substantial capital commitments—the smallest was $100 million, whereas the largest was over $1 billion. This is not by accident. With current multimedia technology, IA is still expensive, ranging from $100,000 to $750,000 per application.
Much of this cost is the result of preparing realistic stimuli, though some of the cost still comes from the challenge of multimedia programming. The only firms that have been willing to invest in IA are those firms for whom an accurate forecast is a critical input to a large, risky capital investment. In these cases the value of the information provided by IA justifies its cost. With current technology, IA is unlikely to have a sufficient payback for products with low capital risk (e.g., a new cake mix or shampoo).

Fortunately, the cost of IA is likely to decrease in the future as the cost of multimedia computing decreases. These advancements include both new programming tools that will reduce labor costs and more powerful, less expensive hardware. The advent of two-way cable systems and/or the Internet could eliminate the costly central facility or the need to bring the IA technology to respondents. Rapid prototyping could decrease the costs of the physical prototype products, and improvements in computer-aided design and animation could replace physical prototypes altogether.

**Lesson 3: Information Acceleration and Multimedia Tools Help the Product Development Team Communicate With Top Management**

Multimedia representations have strong face validity and are vivid. Product development teams have found that top management is comfortable with IA's ability to represent the future buying environment realistically. This face validity has proven to be an advantage when the goal is to gain support for a good program. Information acceleration can be used to illustrate the critical success factors and warn of potential threats. In one case, the project leader used IA to convince management that a product should not be introduced. He was commended for his analysis and promoted.

**Lesson 4: Develop Alternative Future Scenarios**

The initial stimuli in IA attempt to place the respondent in a future simulated purchasing environment. For example, in the electric vehicle study, we used future conditioning to present the respondent with a world in which there was more concern about pollution, an improved electric-vehicle infrastructure was in place, and government regulations were favorable. In each of our applications, management made its best guess as to the likely future scenario—we simulated only one scenario. In each case, management found it hard to justify the expense (in terms of new stimuli and increased sample size) to simulate alternative future scenarios. As a result, we have had to add questions to the end of the IA to measure the sensitivity of the judged probabilities to changes in the future conditions.

Although this has proven adequate, we believe that the forecasts can be improved with a variety of future conditions. For example, had the camera IA simulated a more negative Consumer Reports article, the camera firm might have been ready to respond quickly when the article appeared in May 1994. Multiple future scenarios would enable management to use robust designs to develop a product and marketing plan that does well in most scenarios or the most likely scenario (Taguchi and Clausing 1990).

**Lesson 5: Select the Control Product Carefully**

The control product serves two purposes in IA: (1) the sales forecast is indexed to the control and (2) market response parameters for advertising, word of mouth, distribution, and so on, are based on the control. We have found that the usefulness of IA is enhanced when a good control product is available. For example, the on-line service, Prodigy, was an excellent control for a new home shopping service. On the other hand, cellular telephone service was not as good a control for a new digital mobile service. Cellular service was acceptable as an index to the sales forecast, but there were so many differences in the early life cycle (e.g., high prices and limited service areas) that it was difficult to estimate the diffusion and word-of-mouth parameters for the new digital service.

**Lesson 6: Combine Information Acceleration With Other Marketing Models**

Because IA simulates the future environment and provides realistic product information to consumers through an active search of information sources, the base-line forecast is likely to be more accurate than would be possible by conjoint analysis alone. On the other hand, the cost of IA makes it prohibitive to have different test cells for all of the variations in features that the product team is likely to consider. In seven of the eight IAs, the sponsor requested and we provided either a conjoint analysis or a discrete-choice measurement at the end of the IA. In these cases an IA stimulus was matched to one of the conjoint analysis (or discrete-choice) stimuli. This combined use enhanced the face validity of the resulting forecasts. With the indexed forecasts, we were able to use the conjoint analysis (or logit analysis) capabilities to simulate product changes and competitive response.

**Lesson 7: Two Hours Is a Feasible Interview Time**

Some of the eight IAs used a one and one-half hour interview time and some used a two-hour interview time. We have found that the multimedia computing environment is sufficiently engaging to respondents that they remain interested for a full two hours. The variety of stimuli in a vivid format with easy-to-answer questions maintains the respondents' attention. However, we have had to use substantial incentives to recruit respondents—$50 to $75 for consumer product interviews and $150 to $200 for business-to-business interviews.

Computer literacy has not been a problem. Even for the lower-priced mass market products we have found that, with ten minutes of training time, over 95% of the respondents can participate in an IA survey. The ability to use a mouse and respond to questions on the screen is a simple task for most people. In addition, we collect qualitative information by having respondents speak directly into a microphone attached to the computer. They find this mode of input more natural and easier than typing.

**SUMMARY**

We report on two internal validations of multimedia stimuli and one external validation of forecasts made with multimedia stimuli and IA. The internal validations, which compare (1) a computer-simulated automobile showroom to a physical (simulated) automobile showroom and (2) a computer-simulated medical technician to interactions with a real technician, suggest that a multimedia computer can portray information sources with a high degree of realism. Forecasts based on the computer-simulated stimuli are not significantly different than the more traditional laboratory stimuli. The external validation suggests that IA has the
potential to forecast actual sales, particularly if the firm adheres to its marketing plan and if unanticipated events, such as a negative Consumer Reports article, do not occur. The comparison of the adjusted forecasts to actual sales suggests that IA has the potential to forecast the effects of changes in the marketing plan (e.g., changes in prices and advertising).

Despite these initial indications, IA is still a developing technology. Many challenges remain. For example, the test versus control design assumes that, given full information, stable preferences can be measured. Although the initial external validation covered two years into the future, forecasts are often made for five years into the future. Thus, the assumption of stability requires further testing.

Another important challenge is modeling the learning that takes place as consumers gain experience with the product and invent new uses. The use of video cassette recorders for time shifting television programs, the change in cooking patterns based on the availability of microwave ovens, and the varied uses of personal computers are examples of in-use learning. To predict the sales of these new products, we also must predict the impact of these new uses.
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